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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
Unique, patented 3.25 litre sealed cartridge dispenser for exclusive use 
with Solopol‰ GFX™ in industrial workplaces.

USAGE
For exclusive use with Solopol‰ GFX™ cartridges to form part of a 
tailored 3-step skin care programme for industrial workplaces.

METHOD OF USE  
Push the large button fully to dispense a controlled dose of product 
appropriate for the application required. Empty cartridges are easily 
replaced in seconds.

DISPENSERS | 

FEATURES BENEFITS

Durable design Manufactured from durable plastic components and rigorously tested for high usage environments, 
providing assurance of quality and long-term cost efficiency. 

Dispensers are guaranteed for life against normal wear and tear.

Large push button Minimise the operation force required to allow easy use by hand or elbows.

Fixed product dose A full push of the button delivers the exact amount required, controlling usage and reducing waste. 

Discourages unneccessary ‘jabbing’ and product overuse.

BioCote‰ protected button BioCote‰ antimicrobial protection technology is incorporated at the time of manufacture into the 
plastic button, the primary contact point. BioCote‰ technology provides life-long antimicrobial 
protection to inhibit the growth of a broad spectrum of bacteria and moulds that could potentially 
cause illness. 

Food safe The Solopol‰ GFX™ product has been independently tested and found not to have the potential to 
taint food or cause any adverse toxicological effects. Both the product and dispenser are certified 
by HACCP International.

Colour Coding Colour coded to integrate with Deb’s 3-step skin care programme.

Sight Glass Provides visibility of the level of product in the cartridge to identify when product needs replacing.

Unique locking mechanism Helps prevent unauthorised access, pilferage and product contamination.

Hygienic, airless cartridge The ultrasonically sealed cartridge and pump mechanisms prevent the ingress of air into the 
cartridge during use to help prevent product contamination and ensure ‘fresh’ product is dispensed 
every time.

Minimal waste The air-tight cartridges are designed to collapse to minimise product waste.

Simple cartridge replacement The exclusive Solopol‰ GFX™ cartridges can be replaced in seconds, reducing maintenance time and 
costs.
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Denby
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This information and all further technical advice is based upon our present knowledge and 

experience. However, it implies no liability or other legal responsibility on our part, including 

with regard to existing third party intellectual property rights, especially patent rights. In 

particular, no warranty, whether express or implied, or guarantee of product properties in 

the legal sense is intended or implied. We reserve the right to make any changes according 

to technological progress or further developments. 

® = is a registered trademark of SC Johnson Professional Ltd. or one of its subsidiaries 

© SC Johnson Professional Ltd.

Solopol‰ GFX™ Dispenser 

STOCK CODE DISPENSER CARTRIDGE 
CAPACITY DIMENSIONS (MM) SHOT SIZE APPLICATIONS  

PER CARTRIDGE

GF3LDXEN Deb Stoko Cleanse Heavy FOAM 3.25 Litre 345H x 175W x 165D 2.8ml 1,160

ISOMETRIC VIEW
SCALE : 1:2

The Solopol‰ GFX™ system is protected by the following patents: 
AU - 2005239772, 2011253813, 2013203109; BR - 1220160100880; CA - 2,566,153,  2,759,777; CN - ZL2005802225.6, ZL201110319250.0, Eurasia - 
009671; Europe - 1750662; HK - 1100069, 1166939; DE - 60 2005 052 170.4; JP - 5474298, 5717666; NZ - 551546, 586011; MX - 269978, 308521;       
SG - 11201500828Y; US - 8,002,151, 8,281,958               

FURTHER WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING

175mm
165mm

354mm

CERTIFICATION
HACCP Certified
The Solopol‰ GFX™ product and the Solopol‰ GFX™ dispenser have been certified by HACCP International as being food-safe and 
appropriate for use in food facilities that operate a HACCP based Food Safety Programme.


